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CHIARA LUNGAROTTI – Cantina Giorgio Lungarotti (Umbria)

IF THAT'S INTERESTING, HOW ABOUT THESE?

Top 10 new products in June
A host of drinks categories
launched an array of products this
month – from more...

1863 launch follows growing
tawny demand
Taylor’s managing director
highlighted a growing demand for
aged tawny Port more...

Top 10 wines in the UK press
Suzy Atkins recommends a number
of "lively and refreshing" Brazilian
sparklers more...

If Chiara Lungarotti had dreams of doing something else in life they didn’t last long, for as she says: “My father (Giorgio
Lungarotti) was so smart, he made me love this kind of life since I was a little kid.” In 1979 her elder sister Teresa left to

Communications Manager
London, United Kingdom
Depending on experience

study agronomy in Bordeaux where she was taught by Denis Dubourdieu, and a few years later Chiara followed suit,
studying viticulture at Perugia University.
“I started working in the different fields of our estate – the vineyards, the cellar, the hotel… I wanted to understand
everything,” she says. It was just as well, for when her father died in 1999 she became CEO. “I was one of the very few

Opera star Bocelli victim of
wine scam
Italian opera supremo Andrea
Bocelli has been scammed by
fraudsters who more...

women and always the youngest, so I just listened and learnt a lot.”

Top 10 wines in the US press
Dubourdieu, who describes her as “a dear friend”, was invited to help replant the family’s vineyards in Torgiano. “I
wanted our Rubesco wine to be a great expression of Umbria and to reflect our personality,” Chiara explains. She

Bill St. John picks a selection of
"Iberian whites to watch" including
a more...

says she only really began to see the results of the replanting in 2005. Five years earlier she expanded Lungarotti, but
not into Sicily or Puglia like so many rivals. “I strongly believe our wines have to be an expression of the territory
they’re from, and our territory is Umbria,” she says, “ so I bought a small estate in Montefalco called Turrita.”
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Top 10 beers in the world
media
Jason Henry reviews a "taco
inspired" IPA in honour of Cinco De
Mayo, while more...
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Matthew Jukes picks a "racy rosé"
in honour of English Wine Week,
while David more...

One Response to “Top 10 women in Italian wine”
Willi Klinger says:
June 3, 2014 at 1:53 pm

Inside the ultimate £750k
drinks tour

I doubt Gaia ever said Angelo was 84, cause he was born in 1940 and thus is 74, looking like 64, having the

A travel company is offering a one
off 10stop world tour sampling
some of its more...

energy of a youngster…
Time flys, but fortunately not that fast!
Kind regards

Spend shows trend for at
home drinking

Willi Klinger

UK consumers are spending less
money in bars and pubs and more
on alcohol for more...
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